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Transport in transverse magnetic fields in resonant tunneling structures
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We report measurements on the magnetotunneling characteristics of a high-quality bistable
double-barrier resonant tunneling device in magnetic fields transverse to the tunneling direction.
The transverse magnetic field B, causes complex, nonmonotonic shifts in the position of the reso-

nant current peak in the I{V) curve. The resonant peak is also strongly broadened by B„and the

peak current is suppressed. The intrinsic bistability of the device is quenched for B, & 5 T. We ex-

plain these effects by invoking the magnetic-field-induced change in transverse momentum hk as
electrons tunnel into the well. The change b,k alters both the tunneling supply function and the tun-

neling probability for a given alignment of the resonant subband and the emitter electrode. Self-

consistent calculations based on this model reproduce the complex behavior of resonant peak posi-
tion and explain the experimentally observed magnetic-field effects.

INTRODUCTION

Magnetotunneling measurements on double-barrier
resonant tunneling structures (DBRTS) provide an
effective means of studying the details of charge transport
in these physically interesting and potentially useful de-
vices. The two standard experimental geometries for
these measurements involve orienting the 8 field either
parallel or transverse to the tunneling current. Magneto-
tunneling in a parallel field has been studied by a number
of authors, ' who have observed regular field-induced
features or steps in the I( V) curve. In a parallel field, B~~,
the tunneling Hamiltonian is separable and transport
along the tunneling direction is independent of transverse
momentum. The effect of 8~~ on the densities of states in
both the three-dimensional emitter and the two-
dimensional well, as well as on the energy and
transverse-momentum conservation rules of resonant tun-
neling, can be clearly identified. Since in a 8~~ field reso-
nant tunneling into the well conserves Landau-level in-
dex, the observed magnetotunneling steps can be clearly
associated with the alignment of Landau levels in the em-
itter and the well. '

In a transverse field, 8~, the situation is more complex,
as the confinement by the magnetic field mixes with the
heterostructure double-barrier potential in the tunneling
direction and transport along the tunneling direction no
longer conserves all the transverse-momentum com-
ponents. For this reason the magnetotunneling data in a
transverse field have been more difficult to interpret. To
date most studies have noted the shift of the resonant
peak caused by the transverse field, which has been quali-
tatively explained by the 8~ field-induced change hk in
the transverse momentum as the electron tunnels in and
out of the we11 and by the field-induced suppression of
the tunneling current (originally investigated in single-
barrier structures by Gueret et al. ). Also, when the
DBRTS well is wide compared to the magnetic length,
the electronic states far from the barriers have energies

determined by the magnetic field alone, while states near
the interfaces execute well-defined skipping orbits. Mag-
netotunneling features due to tunne1ing into these skip-
ping orbits has been observed by several authors in wide-
well DBRTS (Ref. 10) and single-barrier structures. "

In our DBRTS, the well is sufBciently narrow to
suppress skipping orbits and the experimental I(V,Bt)
curve does not exhibit any discernible features on the en-
ergy scale Ace, characteristic of Landau quantization
(where co, =—eBt/m ' is the cyclotron frequency). Instead
we observe field-induced shifts in the peak position V of
the reverse bias I( V) curve that do not obey a simple B
dependence predicted by some authors, ' and significant
broadening of the entire resonant I(V) peak. Further-
rnore, the intrinsic bistability' in the forward bias I ( V)
curve of our DBRTS is reduced by the B~ field and
quenched entirely for 8~&5 T. We explain the field-
induced effects in the I( V, Bt) curves by calculating the
supply function of electrons tunneling into the well for
different values of 8& and then self-consistently comput-
ing the reverse-bias I( V, B~ ) curves. The resulting
I( V, B~) curves adequately reproduce the experimentally
observed magnetic field effects in the reverse-bias
I(V,B~) characteristic of our DBRTS device. We also
propose that the same mechanisms can explain the mag-
netic quenching of the intrinsic bistability in the
forward-bias I( V, Bt ) characteristic.

EXPERIMENT AND DATA

Our magnetotunneling measurements were performed
at 4.2 K in 8, fields up to 9.0 T. The details of the
molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE)-grown DBRTS structure
have already been published elsewhere; for the purposes
of this report it suffices to note that the GaAs well is S6 A
wide [well below the magnetic length Ls =(265/B '~

) A,
with B in Tesla, even at the highest B~ in our experi-
ment], while the asymmetric Al, Ga, As barriers are 85
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DISCUSSION

In the absence of a magnetic field, the sequential tun-
neling model' has successfully addressed the fundamen-
tal aspects of charge transport through DBRTS devices.
In this model the I( V) curve is determined by selection
rules that require energy and transverse-momentum con-
servation for electrons tunneling from the three-
dimensional emitter into a two-dimensional resonant sub-
band in the well. These selection rules, in turn, determine
the number of electrons N(hE) that can tunnel elastically
into the well for a given energy separation of the resonant
subband Eo and the Fermi energy EF of the electron dis-
tribution in the emitter [see Fig. 3(a)]. The current
through the device is to the first order proportional to the
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FIG. 3. (a) Energy alignment of the emitter and the resonant
subband Eo in the elastic tunneling regime: AE —=EF—Eo is the
energy separation between emitter EF and Eo, 6& is the energy
depth of the accumulation layer; the zero of energy is iaken to
coincide with the bottom of the conduction band Ec& in the
emitter. (b) Distribution in the {E,k, k~) energy-momentum
space of the occupied emitter electron states (shaded) on the left
and the available resonant subband states (dashed lines) on the
right at four different values of hE for 6k~ =0. States that can
tunnel elastically are on the boldface sections through the
emitter states on the left. (c) The same as in {b), but for

Eked =0.4kF (8~ =3 T).

able. The absence of such features in the I( V, B~) curves
of our DBRTS device is due to the narrow well that
prevents Landau quantization in the well for all trans-
verse fields employed in the experiment. This point will
be addressed in more detail in the following discussion of
the experimental results.

tunneling supply function N(hE) multiplied by the ap-
propriate transmission coefficient (usually calculated in
the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation).
Finally, the energy alignment of the emitter and the reso-
nant subband can be self-consistently related to the total
potential distribution over the device, yielding the
theoretical I ( V) curve.

A particularly useful feature of the sequential tunnel-
ing model is that it can be easily extended to account for
magnetic field effects. Earlier we have extended the mod-
el to include parallel field magnetotunneling by examing-
ing the effect of B~~ on the tunneling supply function be-
cause of Landau quantization in the emitter and the two-
dimensional subband in the well. The 8~~ features in the
supply function combined with the energy and Landau
index conservation (which in a B~~ field is equivalent to
conservation of transverse momentum) during tunneling
proved sufficient to explain the experimentally observed
parallel field magnetotunneling effects. We shall now ex-
tend the sequential tunneling model to incorporate the 8~
field and thus explain our experimental results. An alter-
native approach, involving the transfer Hamiltonian for-
malism, ' ' has been proposed by Helm et al. ' to ex-
plain their data on B~-induced shifts of the resonant
peaks in the I( V) characteristics of a DBRTS structure
with a wide well. However, the sequential tunneling
model appears more intuitive, as it permits a simple
geometrical evaluation of the effects of B~ on the supply
function and the tunneling probability for a given bias
configuration.

In the absence of scattering, the three-dimensional
emitter states would be quantized into Landau cylinders
and the density of states would exhibit Landau peaks
separated by A~„but because of heavy doping these
peaks are strongly broadened. In the undoped well the
transverse field B„also does not lead to Landau quantiza-
tion because the well is too narrow to accommodate the
cyclotron orbit for any of the fields in our experiment.
The energy quantization in the tunneling direction is still
determined by the double-barrier-potential V(z) and Bj
can be treated as a weak perturbation that contributes a
small diamagnetic shift. Accordingly, we find that to
first order the density of states in the well is not affected
by B~ and hence we do not expect to observe any strong
magnetotunneling features on the Am, scale in the
I(V,B~) characteristics. The main effect of B~ on the
I( V) curve will arise from the B~-induced change in the
conservation of transverse momentum. Taking the
tunneling direction to lie along the z axis, B~~~x, and
working in the Landau gauge, A=(0, B~z,O), one finds—

that an electronic state in the emitter characterized by
the quantum numbers (E,k„,k ) can tunnel elastically
into a well state with quantum numbers (E,k„,k —b k ),
where E is the energy with respect to some common ori-
gin and Ak =eB~(z)/A, with (z) being the distance
along the z axis traversed in the course of tunneling
through the emitter barrier.

The above-described selection rules for elastic tunnel-
ing in a transverse field, combined with the known ma-
terial parameters of the DBRTS and a self-consistent
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treatment of the potential distribution over the device,
make it possible to calculate numerically the I( V) curve
of a DBRTS device placed in a B~ field. Before present-
ing the calculation that adequately reproduces the trans-
verse magnetic field effects in our device under reverse
bias, we shall present an intuitive geometrical model
which provides a simple qualitative interpretation of the
observed magnetic effects. The model is essentially sum-
marized in Fig. 3. First consider the case of B~=0. In
the resonant tunneling regime, where the external bias V
aligns the resonant subband with occupied states in the
emitter and causes the tunneling current to How, the
band diagram of the device is shown in Fig. 3(a) where we
have defined hE —=E~ —Eo as the energy separation be-
tween the Fermi energy in the emitter and the quantized
resonant subband energy in the well (in our sign conven-
tion AE increases as more bias is applied and Eo drops
lower in energy with respect to the emitter). At low tem-
peratures the electronic states in the three-dimensional
emitter occupy a sphere of radius k~ in momentum
space, where kz is the Fermi wave vector. The occupied
emitter states can be graphically represented in
(E,k„,k ) space ' as a solid made up of a collection of
paraboloids E(E, ) =E,+Pi (k„+k )/2m *, shown on
the left in Fig. 3(b). The energy axis intercepts
E, =Amok,z/2m' of these paraboloids range from 0 to E~
for all the allowed values of k, . The states in the well all
lie on a single paraboloid E =ED( V)+Pi (k„+k )/2m',
where Eo can be shifted with respect to the emitter by the
applied bias V. These states are shown on the right in
Fig. 3(b) for four different values of applied bias (corre-
sponding to four values of Eo). At V =0 the subband Eo
lies above emitter E» (i.e., bE is negative), the occupied
states in the emitter do not overlap with the available
states in the well, and no current can How. As the ap-
plied bias is increased, the resonant subband is moved
below the emitter Ez. From the conservation of energy
and transverse momentum, it then follows that the emit-
ter states which can tunnel elastically at some value of
hE in the 0 & hE ~ E~ range all lie on the parabola with

E, =Ez b,E, drawn in b—oldface on the left in Fig. 3(b)
for two values of AE in the tunneling regime. These
states make up the zero-field tunneling supply function
N(AE, Ak =0) which is trivially evaluated as
N(b, E,hk =0)=m "EE/mk. ' If more bias is ap-
plied, AE increases and, as long as hE & EF,
N(bE, hk =0) increases linearly with bE. Once the
subband Eo drops below the bottom of the conduction
band (i.e., hE) E»), however, energy and momentum
conservation can no longer be satisfied [the paraboloids
of the emitter and the well have no points in common, see
Fig. 3(b)], the supply function drops to zero, and no reso-
nant current can Aow. Thus, for B~=O, the picture is
identical to the original geometrical construction pro-
posed by Luryi' to describe sequential tunneling.

Now consider the case of nonzero B~. Neglecting the
weak Landau quantization in the emitter, the electronic
states in the emitter and the well can be treated analo-
gously to the B~ =0 case, with the crucial difference that
when B~WO, an emitter state (E,k„,k ) can now tunnel

elastically into the resonant subband state (E,k„,k»—bk»), with bk»=eB~(z)/R. Therefore, the state in
the emitter that can tunnel elastically into the well at a
given b,E lies on a displaced paraboloid:

E=(E~ AE—)+Pi [k„+(k —bk ) ]/2m* .

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3(c) for the same
values of Eo as in Fig. 3(b). Once again, the emitter
states which can tunnel elastically into the well are shown
in boldface on the left. As before, for hE (0 no current
can Qow. When the resonant subband Eo drops below
the emitter Ez, some emitter states will be able to
tunnel elastically, but N(b, E,Ak» ) will differ from
N(bE, hk =0) once hE)Ez A' b—,k /2m*. Clearly,
the supply function no longer falls to zero when the sub-
band Eo drops below the bottom of the conduction band.
It is thus immediately obvious that a nonzero B~ will
broaden the supply function and cause it to acquire a
high-energy tail for b,E)E~. Since the (z) factor in
b,k =eB~(z)/R is largely independent of b,E (in fact,
(z can be taken as the mean distance between the z
coordinates of the peaks in the electron wave functions in
the accumulation layer and the well, hence (z) should
increase slightly with applied bias), the calculation of
N(EE, bk ) presents no difficulty. In Fig. 4 we plot
N(AE, b,k ) for bk =0, 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 in units of kz
(for E+=20 meV and (z) =160 A, appropriate to our
DBRTS, these va1ues of Ak approximately correspond
to B~=O, 3, 6, and 9 T). Note that near DE=0,
N( AE, hk ) —b,E as long as b k ~ kz, and hence the
threshold bias V, should not shift with B~ as long as
Bj ~ 7.5 T, in agreement with the data in Fig. 1.

It is important to note, however, that while the
I( VB~) curve is certainly determined by N(AE, b k ), no
reliable information on the I( V, B~) line shape can be ex-
tracted from N(b E,b k ) alone. For example, although
some authors have attempted to fit the shift of the peak
V to a B~ dependence, '" it is clear from Fig. 1 that
while V generally shifts towards higher bias as B~ is in-
creased, the actual behavior of V is complicated. In par-
ticular, we find experimentally that V initially decreases

1
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FIG. 4. Supply function X(AE, hk~) for Aky 0 04 08,
and 1.2 in units of k+ (corresponding to 8, =0, 3, 6, and 9 T).
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as B~ is increased from 0 to 2.0 T (see inset of Fig. l). In
order to properly analyze the I ( V,8 ~ ) line shape, one
must self-consistent1y calculate the current, taking into
account the potential distribution over the device. If one
assumes that all of the electronic states in the well that
satisfy the tunneling selection rules are actually available
(in other words, if charge buildup in the well is negligible,
which is the case for the reverse-bias polarity in our
DBRTS), the current density through the device at a
given hE and Bj can be approximated by'

J(bE,B~ ) =(e I2M)N(b E,bk» ) T, (EF+6, , bE)—, (2)

where T, is the average transmission coefficient of the
emitter barrier and the other quantities are defined in
Fig. 3(a). In the WKB approximation, T, depends on the
energy E, of the emitter electrons in the tunneling direc-
tion only. If B~ =0, the electrons that satisfy the conser-
vation rules for a given b,E all have the same E, [see Fig.
3(b)] and consequently tunnel with the same transmission
coefficient T, . Furthermore, as hE increases, these elec-
trons tunnel through a higher barrier [see Fig. 3(a)].
Thus, when Bj =0, J(bE, O) is the product of a linearly
increasing supply function, N(bE, O)-b, E, and a de-
creasing transmission coefficient T, . The peak current I
need not coincide with the peak in the supply function
and the theoretical I( V) curve must be calculated self-
consistently.

The presence of a nonzero B~ can affect the current
density in two ways. First, the B~ field can reduce the
transmission coefficient T, by altering the "trajectory" of
the tunneling electron and increasing the effective barrier.
This effect has been reported in tunneling through a sin-
gle barrier, ' but the measured reduction was almost
negligible in magnetic fields below 4.0 T in the case of
a 168-A AlQ 35GaQ 65As barrier. ' Our data, on the other
hand, exhibit a significant drop in the current at low B~.
The second effect, which we believe is the dominant one,
arises because of the energy and canonical momentum
conservation in the presence of B~, which couples emitter
states with quantum numbers (E,k„,k ) to the states in
the well with numbers (E,k„k b, k ) and thus chan—ges
the supply function as shown in Fig. 3(d). Furthermore,
in contrast to the 8&=0 (b,k~ =0) situation, the tunnel-
ing states with different k now have different values of
E„and the average transmission coefficient T, must be
numerically evaluated as an integral over k~ weighted by
the values of N(b, E, b, k ).

In order to verify that the above-discussed model can
really simulate the observed B~ effects in the I( V) curve
of our DBRTS, we have carried out a self-consistent nu-
merical calculation of I( V, B~) for different values of 8~.
The self-consistent potential distribution over the device
was computed according to the system of equations in
Ref. 2; the actual numerical procedure was described in
an earlier paper. Since the calculation of I( V, B~) re-
quires an additiona1 integration of the transmission
coefficient T, over k and is consequently much more
cumbersome than the calculation of I( V, B~~ ), we have
concentrated on the reverse-bias polarity, where the

effects of space charge buildup in the well are small and
easily calculated. As is usually the case when the WKB
approximation for the transmission coefficients is used,
the calculated current densities disagree with experimen-
tal data —in our case they are too large by nearly an or-
der of magnitude. Once the calculated I ( V, B~=0) peak
current is normalized to the measured Iz, however, the
calculated I ( V, Bz ) line shapes reproduce the experimen-
tally observed B, field effects, including the resonant
peak broadening, the behavior of the threshold voltage
V„ the appearance of a long tail at the high-bias side of
the peak, the reduction in I as Bj increases, and the
field-induced shifts in V (the calculated V~ first moves
towards lower bias and then shifts out). The results are
shown in Fig. S for hk =0, 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 in units of
kF (corresponding to 8~=0, 3, 6, and 9 T, respectively)
for the same material parameters previously used to cal-
culate I(V,B~~) (Ref. 4) (barriers of 320 and 433 meV,
electrode doping of -2X 10' crn, and spacer layers of
—50 A outside the barriers). The unrealistically sharp
turn on of the current at V, is due tg the assumption of
zero temperature and neglect of band tailing in the calcu-
lation. Given these and other limitations of the
calculation —use of the WKB approximation for the
transmission coefficients, neglect of inelastic tunneling
and of the contribution by the broadened 2D electron
states in the accumulation layer to the supply function,
and the assumption of uniform material parameters —the
agreement between the experimental data and the calcu-
lation is quite good. We note here that in the calculation
the mean distance (z ) traversed by electrons tunneling
from the emitter accumulation layer into the well
was taken as 160 A, which is reasonable for our DBRTS
parameters.

Finally, let us consider the quenching of the intrinsic
bistability in the forward-bias I(V,B~) characteristics of
our DBRTS device by fields B~ & 5 T. The forward-bias

1.25 r ~ i }» i (» r

g O.75

S 0.5

0.25
1.2

v (mv)
FIG. 5. Calculated reverse-bias I{V,B, ) curves for 6k~ =0,

0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 A:+ {corresponding to B,=0, 3, 6, and 9 T) at
zero temperature. The calculated peak of the B~ =0 current is
normalized to the measured reverse-bias peak current (see Fig.
1). Once this is done the other I( V, B~) curves contain no ad-
justable parameters. The self-consistent calculation and param-
eters are described in the text.
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polarity (wherein the emitter barrier is lower than the
collector barrier) maximizes the charge buildup in the
well. Given the presence of significant electron density
n in the well, Eq. (2) for the tunneling current flowing

into the well must be multiplied by the additional factor

y(bE, n„)=1-
(m'hE/M )

(3)

which determines the fraction of the states in the well
that are not occupied by n at a given band alignment
b,E. In steady state, the tunneling current flowing out of
the well is given by the equation

1=en EOT, /A, (4)

where T, is the transmission coefficient of the collector
barrier. The self-consistent calculation of the forward-
bias I(V,Bi=0}curve, taking into account the screen-

ing effect of n on the emitter barrier, indicates that at
V the densities of electrons stored in the emitter accu-
mulation layer n, and the well n are 5X10" and
2.8X10"cm, respectively. In the presence of nonzero
B~ the self-consistent calculation of the forward-bias
I( V, Bi) becomes extremely cumbersome, but a rough es-
timate of B~ required to quench the intrinsic bistability
can be obtained from the following considerations.

The mechanism responsible for the switching of the de-
vice from the high- to the low-current state is the
discharging of n . Once the peak current I~ and n ~ are
reached at V, a small increase in applied bias b, V cannot
supply more current into the well because the supply
function has reached its maximum. At the same time,
the current flowing out of the well does increase with 6 V
and the well begins to discharge. To maintain a constant
total potential drop over the DBRTS, the external volt-
age source then supplies more charge to the accumula-
tion layer, which further increases bE beyond the max-
imum in the supply function [see Fig. 3(d)], hence provid-
ing positive feedback to the discharge of n . If the falloff
in the supply function beyond the peak is rapid, a small
increase of b, V will completely discharge the well and
switch the device to the low-current state (in the absence
of inelastic processes, the valley current would be zero
and hence n ~0}. If we neglect the valley current, let
n„~0 beyond V, and assume that the potential drops in
the emitter accumulation and collector depletion layers
are, to first order, not affected by the charge redistribu-
tion between the well and the emitter (i.e., neglecting the
change in electric field outside the barriers), as n ~0, we
find that to first order n, ~n, »

+ ( n» /2). ' The reso-
nant subband Eo then drops (equivalently, hE increases)
by approximately e (n»/2e)(Wb+& /2), where e is

the permittivity and 8'b and 8' are, respectively, the
widths of the emitter barrier and the well. At Bi=0, we
have n =2.8X10" cm and bE increases by -20
me V as the well discharges. Self-consistent calcula-
tions ' show that the forward-bias V corresponds to
hE =EF and hence an increase in AE by -20 meV will
move the system into the region where the supply func-
tion is zero (see Fig. 4). As Bi increases, however, the
supply function acquires a large tail beyond hE =EF, as
shown in Fig. 4. Whereas at Bi=3.0 T (bk» =0.4 kF) a
shift of —20 meV beyond the peak will decrease
N(bE, hk =0.4) by an order of magnitude, at Bi=6.0
T (hk» =0.8 kF) such a shift will only slightly decrease
N(EE, hk =0.8), and no abrupt switching to a low-
current state should occur. Thus, by examining the sup-
ply functions corresponding to different Bi we find that,
for our DBRTS parameters, the model predicts a quench-
ing of intrinsic bistability between B~ =3 T and B~=6 T,
which agrees with the experimental results.

In conclusion, we have studied the transverse magnetic
field effects in the I(V,Bi) characteristics of a high-
quality DBRTS device. We found that a transverse field

Bi causes marked changes in the line shape of the I( V)
curve: while the threshold bias is nearly unchanged, the
current peak is suppressed and broadened, and the peak
position shifts in a complex fashion. We have interpreted
our results by addressing the effects of the transverse field
on the tunneling supply function and the tunneling
transmission probability that together determine the elas-
tic tunneling current. We have presented an intuitive
geometrical approach that sheds light on the tunneling
selection rules that determine the magnetotunneling
current, and have supported our interpretation with nu-
merical simulations of the reverse-bias I ( V, Bi) curve for
different values of B,. Finally, we have given a qualita-
tive account of how these same mechanisms can lead to
the quenching of intrinsic bistability in the forward-bias
polarity, where numerical simulation of the I ( V, Bi )

curve becomes prohibitively complex. A possible subject
of future study could be measurements in very high mag-
netic fields (Bj &20 T) that would make the Landau
quantization comparable to the subband quantization by
the double-barrier potential and lead to a transition from
a narrow- to a wide-wel1 behavior.
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